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Arab Spring
Modernity, Identity and Change
Series: Critical Political Theory and Radical Practice
Offers an original contribution to current social, political and cultural theory
on the Arab social movements
Addresses interdisciplinary scholarship in culture, media, politics, and
religious studies
Provides carefully selected case studies: namely, Egypt, Tunis, Syria, and
Yemen
This book provides systematic, integrated analyses of emergent social and cultural dynamics in
the wake of the so-called Arab Spring, and looks closely at the narratives and experiences of a
people as they confront crisis during a critical moment of transition. Providing an
interdisciplinary approach to interconnections across regional and communal boundaries, this
1st ed. 2020, XVII, 282 p. 9 illus. in color.

volume situates itself at the intersection of political science, cultural studies, media and film
studies, and Middle Eastern studies, while offering some key critical revisions to dominant
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approaches in social and political theory. Through the unique contributions of each of its
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authors, this book will offer a much-needed addition to the study of Middle East politics and
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the Arab Spring. Moreover, although its specific focus is on the Arab context, its analysis will be
of issues of significant relevance to a changing world order.
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